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WDWInfo.com Introduces Innovative Podcast Service to Provide Unbiased
Disney News and Vacation-Planning Advice

WDWInfo.com introduces an integrated podcast service that is designed to provide Disney fans
and vacationers with unbiased information on Disney theme parks and cruise lines.

(PRWEB) June 13, 2006 -- WDWInfo.com , the most trusted online resource for objective Disney news and
information, announces the launch of an integrated podcast service to deliver up-to-date, unbiased information
on Disney theme parks and cruise lines to a global fan base through a compelling and entertaining medium.
Featuring user-generated vacation diaries and regular trip-planning segments hosted by prominent Boston radio
personality Nancy Quill, these podcasts are designed to assist individuals in planning the ultimate Disney
vacation while simultaneously serving as a platform for communication between Disney enthusiasts worldwide.

Podcasts are quickly becoming the premier way to distribute content online because they enable end-users to
conveniently receive and listen to a variety of media formats – including radio and television – whenever and
wherever they desire. WDWInfo.com, an independent website singularly devoted to Disney and its fans, will
leverage this consumer-oriented technology in a way that increases the audience’s access to impartial Disney
news and enables Disney enthusiasts to communicate with each other in an exciting and engaging new format.
WDWInfo.com not only serves as a host for personal vacation diary postings, but also produces regular trip-
planning podcasts that are comprised of advice, reviews, and recommendations relevant to individuals
organizing a Disney vacation.

Receive Independent Disney News and VacationAdvice with the DIS Unplugged Podcast hosted by Nancy
Quill

Designed to make the Disney experience accessible to vacationers from across the globe, the DIS Unplugged
podcast consists of a series of brief segments containing unbiased information on Walt Disney World ,
Disneyland , and Disney Cruise Lines. From honest reviews of Disney promotions and attractions to
recommendations on hotels and services to upcoming Disney events, these podcasts will serve as a valuable
resource for listeners who want to plan a rewarding and hassle-free Disney vacation or who simply want to
escape to the world of Disney for a brief moment. The DIS Unplugged podcasts will also feature regular
segments produced by guest contributors from a variety of travel-related industries. Host Nancy Quill is a
twenty year radio veteran who currently hosts the Arbitron rated number one afternoon show on Magic 106.7
FM in Boston. Nancy narrates the weekly podcasts that guide listeners through the latest Disney news and
developments. The podcasts are available through iTunes and WDWInfo.com.

Podcast VacationDiaries

As part of WDWInfo.com’s unique podcast service, website visitors can submit personalized vacation diary
podcasts directly to the website. WDWInfo.com provides step-by-step instructions detailing how to create and
submit a vacation diary to the site, and website visitors are able to listen to the podcasts directly from the
website or download them to their iPod.
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About WDWInfo.com

WDWInfo.com is the leading independent online source for honest and accurate information on Walt Disney
World, Disneyland, and Disney Cruise Lines. From news articles on the latest Disney news to reviews of
current attractions to recommendations on promotions and deals, WDWInfo.com provides visitors with the
resources to plan an unforgettable Disney vacation. In addition to extensive information on all things Disney,
WDWInfo.com helps travelers make the most of their vacation time and dollar by offering inclusive trip
planning services for all types of travelers – including singles, families, groups, and corporate events. As the
host of several of the most popular Disney discussion boards on the Internet, WDWInfo.com is also recognized
as the premier website where Disney fans across the world can communicate with one another.
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Contact Information
Pete Werner
http://www.wdwinfo.com
407-479-3329

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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